
Juniper Rowing Club - - Captain’s Test for Single Scullers 
 
PRINT rower’s name: _______________________________________ 
 
In the interest of safety each member must complete and pass the Captain’s Test to qualify to scull 
unaccompanied in singles, where unaccompanied means rowing with no other shells or launch in the near 
vicinity (2,000 m). Passing the test also qualifies the member to Captain team boats. The member chooses to 
qualify for either Recreational or Racing single proficiency with the latter qualifying for both classes. If the 
member has already passed the Recreational test only the items marked (ǂ) must be re-tested in a Racer. The 
member must be in good standing prior to arranging a test. 
 
Pre-Qualification 
 
Each sculler must successfully complete a supervised flip-test prior to rowing any single* (Recreational or 
Racer). *During the first supervised session is OK. 
 

Date Boat Supervisor Initials 

   

 
Each sculler must complete 60 km (approx. 6 hours) sculling in a single prior to arranging a Captain’s Test. Use 
this form to log your sculling hours and bring it to your test for inspection. 
 

Date Boat Distance (approx.) 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 Total  

 
Qualification 
 
Notify or contact the Rowing Coordinator to arrange for test.  

1. You may prearrange one of the members below to administer your test at a convenient time 
2. Otherwise the Rowing Coordinator will be happy to make the request on your behalf 

 

Phil Gaynor Amy Hansen 

Scott Gordon Lisa Bernier 

Joe Bell Tina Brown 

Mark Rawlinson Charlene Leschinsky 



Recreational Racer Sculling Test Procedure 

Pass Fail Pass Fail Criteria 

    Pre-Qualification 

    Verify membership/fees status 

    Use of sign-out log 

    Describe boat traffic pattern & “Rules of the Road” 

    Describe cold-water rules and cold water immersion priorities 

    Set out slings for hose down after row 

    Prepare dock & carry oars 

    Un-rack boat and carry to dock 

    Set boat in water, avoiding skeg damage 

    Place oars in oarlocks correctly 

    Position foot-stretchers correctly 

  ǂ  Enter boat safely 

    Demonstrate understanding of correct foot-stretcher position 

    Demonstrate use of mirror 

  ǂ  Launch from middle of dock 

  ǂ  Row 500 m full slide while adhering to traffic patterns with blades 
generally off the water and navigating by mirror 

  ǂ  Safely execute an emergency stop on the command “Check it down!” 

  ǂ  Confidently execute a 180 degree turn 

  ǂ  Row 1,000 m full slide while adhering to traffic patterns with blades 
generally off the water and navigating by mirror 

  ǂ  Safely stop on the command “Weigh enough” 

  ǂ  Safely look over port shoulder while rowing on hearing the command 
“Look port” 

  ǂ  Safely look over starboard shoulder while rowing on hearing the 
command “Look starboard” 

  ǂ  Confidently execute a 180 degree turn in the opposite direction 

  ǂ  Row 500 m back to dock and land safely within two attempts without 
crashing into the dock 

  ǂ  Exit the boat safely and remove the oars 

    Carry the boat to the slings 

    Recover the oars and close the dock area 

    Wash the boat, open port covers and re-rack 

Recreational Racer  

PASS FAIL PASS FAIL OVERALL (circle) 
 

*I attest that I have observed the rower demonstrate competence in all of the required skills 
*I recommend the rower complete a further ___________ km of practice prior to a retest  

(*Delete as appropriate) 

 
Signature of Test Administrator: _________________________________   Date: _____________ 
 
Note: The club President may waive the Captain’s Test requirement for any member deemed proficient by prior experience. 

 
Signature of President for Waiver: ________________________________  Date: _____________ 

 
(Return the completed form to the Rowing Coordinator – You will be provided with a copy via email) 


